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I stria is the largest peninsula in the 
Adriatic Sea. The Istrian coastline, dot-
ted with a chain of cities and tour-

ist resorts, is completely different from the 
interior, Tuscan-like cultivated landscape 
with its hilltop towns and cities. The works 
of Mario Perossa reflect some of the cul-
tural complexity of a region where Italian, 
Slovenian and Croatian traditions merge. His  
Jež (1) and Haj (2) villas are situated in a 
recent coastal development in Umag. Villa 
Haj’s spaces develop vertically, accentuat-
ing the view, while the single-storey Villa Jež 
opens up on two sides, literally allowing the 
surroundings to pass through it. On the other 
side of the city, and further inland, the archi-
tect’s response to the site was entirely differ-
ent. Villa JaPe (3) and its garden walls spiral 
upwards to catch the precious view. The three 
villas’ walls feature three different types of 
limestone cladding and surface finishing.

In the nearby city of Novigrad, Randić - 
Turato have recently completed a new 
Lapidarium (4), creating more than just a 
museum for precious stones. With a single 
concrete canopy without much detailing they 
have transformed a backyard into a lively 
public space. 

On the outskirts of Rovinj, two blocks of 
subsidized housing (5) by Helena Njirić   
(see A10 #3) were the result of lengthy nego-
tiations with the (municipal) clients. The out-
come is inventive architecture made from 
the most common building materials. Near 

this tourist area but in the silent inland, is the 
town of Bale. Its new sports hall (6) (see 
A10 #16) was designed by the Zagreb-based 
practice of 3LHD. Like the villas in Umag, its 
outer walls are finished in limestone but the 
prefabricated panels give it a totally different 
appearance.

At the southern tip of the peninsula is 
the city of Pula. Thanks to its large natural 
harbour, it was once the naval base of the 
Austrian-Hungarian navy, and it still boasts 
once thriving shipbuilding industry. Tourists 
visit it because of the well-preserved Roman 
amphitheatre in its centre but the city’s most 
dominant feature, and something the tourist 
guidebooks will certainly not emphasize, is 
the proximity of the shipyards. Northeast of 
Pula is Raša (7), a mining settlement built in 
the 1930s to a design by Trieste-born archi-
tect and urban designer Gustavo Pulitzer 
Finali. Between the wars, Istria was under 
Italian rule, and this little city is a typical 
example of Italian architecture of the period. 
One of the best buildings of this Italian rule 
can be found in Pula: the 1930s post office on 
Dante Alighieri Square, designed by Angiolo 
Mazzoni. The highlight is the spiral staircase 
with its walls and ceiling entirely panelled 
with red glass tiles. 

Rijeka
Thanks to its strategic position, nestled 

deep in the centre of the continent, Rijeka is 
Croatia’s most important port. It has Roman 

and medieval roots but most of what you 
see today originates from the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries when Rijeka was 
developed as an export-import node at the 
end of the railway network for the Hungarian 
part of the Double Monarchy. The nearby Ital-
ian city of Trieste fulfilled the same role for 
the Austrian part. Here architecture of clearly 
Central-European origin meets the Mediterra-
nean climate. Rijeka means ‘river’ and there is 
indeed a little river with two narrow branches 
running right through the centre of the city. 
Between the wars, this was the state border 
between the Kingdom of Slovenes, Croats 
and Serbs, later known as Yugoslavia, and the 
puppet proto-fascist city state run by the poet 
Gabriele d’Annunzio, which later became part 
of the Kingdom of Italy. This explains why the 
modernist architecture in the two parts of 
the city differs. Two competing skyscrapers, 
Arbori (8) at the end of Korzo pedestrian 
street, and the Croatian Cultural Centre 
(9)beside the one-time state border are per-
haps the most outstanding examples. The 
brick-clad Arbori has the squared, rationalist 
aspect of the Italian skyscraper while the 
Croatian building, which is representative of 
the abstract formal repertoire of the 1930s 
Zagreb School of Architecture, has a smooth, 
functionalist facade.

The first contemporary building worth 
visiting in Rijeka is the recently completed 
Zagrad urban block (10). This mixed-use 
development was designed by local architects 
Randić-Turato. Another outstanding work by 
the same practice is situated at the top of 
the hill on which the town is built, beside the 
ancient Trsat sanctuary. The new pilgrimage 
court and multipurpose hall with auxiliary 
spaces (11) are due to be completed this 
summer, in time for the tenth anniversary of 
Pope John Paul II’s visit to the city. The hall’s 
tent-like covering is composed of different 
sized thin bricks laid in such a way as to allow 
light to penetrate the interior. Returning to 
the city via the stairs that pilgrims climb, you 
will pass the place where the river divides. It is 
spanned by a white pedestrian bridge (12) 
designed by 3LHD as a memorial to Croatian 
soldiers who died in the Homeland War of the 
1990s. As you leave the city of Rijeka, note the 
monumental new infrastructural works and 
the dynamic skyline of 1970s high-rise hous-
ing blocks. For a city occupying a narrow strip 
of land squeezed between steep mountains 
and the coastal belt of ports and shipyards, 
the only way to expand is up.

A single-span concrete bridge constructed 

in the 1970s joins the city to the Island of Krk 
where Rijeka International Airport is situated. 
So too several strategically located indus-
trial plants and the projected end point of the 
trans-European oil pipeline from the Black 
Sea. On the southern shore of the island, in 
a tiny walled city of the same name, stands a 
primary school (13) by Randić-Turato (see 
A10 #9). Completed in 2005, it is a refined 
example of well-integrated contemporary 
architecture. 

On the nearby Island of Cres (reached by 
the Valbiska-Morag ferry), and in the town of 
the same name, Zagreb architects Capsula 
(Vanja Ilić , Ivana Ergić , Vesna Milutin) con-
structed a remarkable housing project (14) 
(see A10 #3). With its fragmented volumes 
and bright colours, it is one of the most out-
standing outcomes of the Croatian govern-
ment’s subsidized housing programme. 

Zadar
You can continue to Zadar by ferry or 

return to the mainland and choose between 
the coastal road and the new Dalmatina High-
way through the hinterland. Either way, the 
landscape is breathtaking. The city, which 
dates back to Roman times, was for cen-
turies the capital of Dalmatia, a position it 
surrendered to Split only in the twentieth 
century. Roman ruins and medieval church-
es still dominate the city centre which was 
heavily bombed at the end of World War II. 
Its reconstruction in the 1950s and ’60s is 
comparable to that of Rotterdam, only on 
a much smaller scale. And this is how the 
unique mix of 1960s housing blocks and 
Romanesque churches came about. Apart 
from the Archaeological Museum by Mladen 
Kauzlarić  and the Cinema by Bruno Milić , 
both facing the Roman Forum, the most 
outstanding achievement of the reconstruc-
tion years was a housing project (15) by 
Alfred Albini. With its rounded ground floor, 
open courtyards and clean-cut functional-
ist facade under single-pitched tiled roofs, 
this unassuming building was a key contribu-
tion to the debate about the integration of 
modernist architecture in historical Mediter-
ranean environments. Later urban renewal 
projects on the Zadar Peninsula were the 
Forum Romanum regulation by Ante Uglešić  
 (16) and the waterfront by Nikola Bašić  
(17). Bašić  managed to enhance the purely 
utilitarian reconstruction of the waterfront 
with two sound and light installations driven 
by the forces of nature. The Sea Organ, a set of 
pipes built under the stone steps descend-
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1 VillA Jež (2000) And  
VillA dune (2003)

Architect: Mario Perossa
Address: Rt Molino, Umag-Lovrečica

2 VillA HAJ (1999)

Architect: Mario Perossa
Address: Rt Molino, Umag-Lovrečica

3 VillA JApe (2002)

Architect: Mario Perossa
Address: Put Maslina Str. 1, Umag-Zambratija

4 lApidArium (2001–2006)

Architect: Randić - Turato
Address: Veliki Sq. 8a, Novigrad

5 SubSidized HouSing (2001–2004)

Architect: Helena Paver Njirić
Address: Ivana Gundulića Str. 24,  
Rovinj-Rovinjsko selo

6 SportS HAll, bAle (2004)

Architect: 3LHD
Address: Domenico Cernecca 3, Bale

7 rAšA miner’S town 
(1936–1937)

Architect: Gustavo Pulitzer Finali
Address: Raša, near Labin

  

8 Arbori SkyScrAper 
(1939–1942)

Architects: Umberto Nodio,  
Vittorio Frandoli
Address: Jadranski Sq. 4, Rijeka

9 croAtiAn culturAl centre 
(1934–1947)

Architect: Josip Pičman
Address: Strossmayerova Str. 1, Rijeka

10 zAgrAd mixed-uSe  
building (2003–2007)

Architect: Randić - Turato
Address: Ivana Pavla II Str., Rijeka

11 piligrimAge court  
And multipurpoSe HAll 
(2005–2008) 

Architect: Randić - Turato
Address: Frankopanski Sq. 12, Rijeka-Trsat

12 HomelAnd wAr memoriAl 
bridge (1997–2001)

Architect: 3LHD
Address: Rijeka-Delta

13 primAry ScHool (2002–2005) 

Architect: Randić - Turato
Address: Island of Krk

14 SubSidized HouSing 
(2002–2004)

Architect: Capsula studio (Ivan Ergić,  
Vanja Ilić, Vesna Milutin)
Address: Island of Cres

  

15 mixed-uSe building 
(1954–1955)

Architect: Alfred Albini 
Address: Dalmatinskog sabora Str. 3/4, 
Zadar

16 urbAn ArrAngement  
of tHe romAn forum (1997)

Architect: Ante Uglešić
Address: Forum, Zadar

17 SeA orgAn (2004–2007)

Architect: Nikola Bašić
Address: King Petar Krešimir IV Waterfront, 
Zadar

18 mixed-uSe complex 
(2002–2007)

Architect: Nikola Bašić
Address: Duke Branimir Waterfront, Zadar 
(opposite Old City peninsula)

19 SecondAry ScHool for  
profeSSionAl trAining 
(1987–2004)

Architects: Veljko Oluić, Tonči Žarnić
Address: Nikole Tesle Str. 9c, Zadar

20 new bASketbAll SportS 
HAll (2005–2008)

Architect: Marjan Hržić
Address: Zadar-Višnjik

21 king petAr krešimir iV 
SquAre (1993–1996)

Architect: Nenad Fabijanić
Address: Island of Pag

22 militAry culturAl  
centre, todAy public  
librAry (1960–1961)

Architect: Ivan Vitić
Address: šibenik, Poljana
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23 St JoSepH tHe worker  
pAriSH cHurcH (1995–1998)

Architect: Nikola Bašić
Address: šibenik-Ražine

24 cHurcH of croAtiAn  
mArtyrS (2003–2007)

Architect: Gorana Banić , Emil šverko
Address: Čavoglave

25 Hotel SuperdAlmAciJA  
(2004–)

Architect: njirić  + arhitekti
Address: Island of Čiovo, Okrug Gornji

26 SociAl HouSing (1999–2002)

Architect: Ante Kuzmanić
Address: Antofagasta Str. 6-16, along  
Hrvatske Mornarice Str., Split-Turska kula

27 polJud StAdium (1976–1979)

Architect: Boris Magaš
Address: Split-Poljud

28 office building on  
tHe periStyle (1961–1965)

Architect: Neven šegvić
Address: Split

29 AtlAS officeS entrAnce 
court (1998–2001)

Architect: Ana šverko
Address: Diocletian’s Palace,  
Nepotova 3, Split

30 riVA (2005–2007)

Architect: 3LHD
Address: Split waterfront

31 Split 3 HouSing  
megAStructureS (1970s)

Architect: various

32 new uniVerSity librAry (2001–)

Architect: Jure Jelavić , Dina Ožić - Bašić , 
Damir Perišić , Lovre Sike Petrović , Jasmin 
šemović , Eugen širola
Address: Split University Campus

33 commerciAl HouSing  
blockS (2007)

Architect: Neno Kezić
Address: Split-Žnjan

34 SAnAtorium for cHildren  
of yugoSlAV people’S  
Army officerS (1963)

Architect: Rikard Marasović
Address: Krvavice

35 nAronA ArcHAeologicAl 
muSeum (2004–2007)

Architect: Goran Rako (Radionica arhitekture)
Address: Metković -Vid

36 mAin SquAre (2008)

Architect: Nenad Fabijanić
Address: Opuzen

37 iliJinA glAVicA public cAr 
pArk And SportS HAll (2004–)

Architect: Ivanišin. Kabashi. Arhitekti
Address: Zagrebačka Str., Dubrovnik

38 public lAVAtory (1989–2002)

Architect: Nenad Fabijanić
Address: Dubrovnik Old Port

39 Hotel grAnd (1933–1937)

Architect: Nikola Dobrović
Address: Island of Lopud

40 your blAck Horizon  
pAVilion (2006–2007)

Architects: Olafur Eliasson, David Adjaye
Address: Island of Lopud

41 SportS HAll (2004–2006)

Architect: Igor Franić
Address: Konavle-Gruda

42 pASSenger terminAl  
reconStruction And  
extenSionS (2004–2011)

Architects: Ante Kuzmanić , Samuel Martin
Address: Konavle-Čilipi
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ing into the sea, is operated by the force of 
waves and tides; Greeting the Sun is a circular 
platform paved with glass plates fitted with 
photovoltaic cells which absorb solar energy 
to produce nighttime lighting effects. Excess 
energy is fed into the city’s power grid. 

Two interesting contemporary projects 
outside the old city are a white minimal-
ist housing scheme (18), again by Nikola 
Bašić, and a constructivist Technical High 
School (19) by Veljko Oluić  and Tonči 
Žarnić . The school’s design dates back to the 
late 1980s but it was only completed recently, 
due to the Homeland War and subsequent 
complications. 

Under construction is the gigantic, silver-
domed sports hall (20) by Marjan Hržić . 
Situated within the typical Dalmatian urban 
sprawl of pitched roof family houses and tour-
ist apartments, it adds a surrealist touch to 
city’s image. On the nearby Island of Pag, once 
again in a town of the same name, the main 
square (21) has been elegantly redesigned 
by Nenad Fabijanić , a renowned professor 
at the Zagreb Faculty of Architecture. He has 
successfully continued the work of many 
generations of architects in this Renaissance 
city which was originally planned by Master 
George the Dalmatian, the greatest Croatian 
architect of his time. 

Šibenik
Another important work by George the 

Dalmatian is St Jacob Cathedral of šibenik. 
Its dome of stone slabs was completed by 
another great architect of the Dalmatian Ren-
aissance, Nicholas the Florentine. But there 
is also great work of architecture from times 
much closer to ours in this city: the former 
Military Cultural Centre on the main square 
and the primary school facing the sea in the 
urban niche beneath (22). The complex is a 
scholarly example of how radically modern 
architecture can literally sit on top of herit-
age. All this was built by the great modernist 
master Ivan Vitić  in early 1960s. Another of 
his masterpieces is the now abandoned Mili-
tary Cultural Centre on the Island of Vis, in the 
middle of the Adriatic Sea. 

Contemporary works worth a visit in the 
šibenik area are two new Catholic churches: 
along the road to Split sits Nikola Bašić ’s 
Saint Joseph the Worker (23). Another new 
church (24) by Gorana Banić  and Emil 
Šverko is located in the nearby hinterland. 
Both churches exhibit mastery in the execu-
tion of the limestone walls, something that is 
not very easy to achieve nowadays. 

Split
Thanks to urban sprawl, the city of Tro-

gir has become part of the Split urban area. 
Its medieval core is situated on an isthmus 
between the mainland and the Čiovo Island. 
In Okrug Gornji, on the island side of Trogir, 
Hrvoje Njirić  is developing a new hotel typol-
ogy with his Superdalmacija Hotel (25).

On the way to the city centre of Split you 
pass one of Ante Kuzmanić ’s social housing 
projects (26), and one of the first state-
subsidized housing projects to be built after 
the crisis of the 1990s. A few years of inten-
sive use have added a Mediterranean flavour 
to this dense structure of interconnected 
slabs. A little further on is the Poljud Stadium 
(27), designed by Boris Magaš for the 8th 
Mediterranean games in 1979. Across the 
road is a remarkable 1970 housing project, 
a long slab by Frano Gotovac, nicknamed The 
Great Wall of China.

The entire city of Split evolved out of one 
building: the palace of the Roman emperor 
Diocletian who, at the peak of his power, 
decided to retire to the area of his birth. Sub-
sequent barbarian invasions forced people to 
move into his fortified palace and that was 
the beginning of the second-largest and per-
haps the most exciting Croatian city. Climbing 
the bell tower of the St Dominus’ Cathedral, 
is warmly recommended for the impressive 
views. Split’s amazing transformation from 
palace to the city was a revelation for Jaap 
Bakema on his return from the Dubrovnik 
CIAM X conference in 1956. Aldo Rossi dedi-
cated an entire chapter of his famous book 
The Architecture of the City to this ‘collective 
memory container’. 

Originally a palace courtyard surrounded 
with arcades, Peristyle is now the city’s cen-
tral square. Its south-eastern corner building 
was constructed in early 1960s by Neven 
Šegvić  (28); the ground floor is entirely 
glazed to expose the remnants of the origi-
nal corner building. It was a good start, but 
unfortunately there are not many other 
interesting contemporary interventions in 
the Palace. One exception is a metal bench 
by Ana Šverko (29), a refined minimalist 
contribution to the historical layering of the 
place. Another recent project is Riva (30), 
the Palace’s waterfront, which was recently 
repaved by 3LHD architects. It provoked a 
public debate about its appropriateness in a 
place, rich with history, that many citizens of 
Split consider their public living room. 

Yet another aspect of Split’s architectural 
diversity are the megastructures along the 
road to Dubrovnik. Massive apartment blocks 

(mostly social housing) grouped along pedes-
trian streets were built at rate of 2000 apart-
ments per year in the 1970s. Split 3 district 
(31) covers some 320 hectares. The most 
outstanding products of this ambitious pro-
gramme are the so-called Battleship by Frano 
Gotovac (1973), the concrete and bricks blocks 
on Dinka šimunovića Street by Dinko Kovačić  
(1972) and a complex with white shutters on 
Henrika Znidaršića Street (1972) by Ivo Radi
ć . The University Campus is an integral part 
of the Split 3 project. The New University 
Library (32), soon to be completed, fea-
tures an interesting inversion of the usual 
disposition of the library’s programme. To 
take account of the conditions of the Medi-
terranean climate and enhance the qualities 
of public spaces, reading rooms are below 
the public square and book repositories are 
raised in a glazed tower above it. Nowadays, 
housing projects in the Split 3 area are being 
developed under free market conditions. One 
architect who has coped well with the new 
order is Neno Kezić  who has been producing 
high quality housing blocks for some ten 
years now. A recent one in Žnjan, the immedi-
ate prolongation of  Split 3, features balconies 
dressed in shiny metal mesh (33).

About an hour’s drive south of Split is a 
very interesting piece of 1960s architecture 
that merits a short detour from the Adriatic 
Coastal Road. At the end of the narrow ser-
pentine road in the village of Krvavice, stands 
a real architectural gem. A reinforced-con-
crete ring raised on a single row of columns 
hovers among the pine trees, completely hid-
den from the outside world. Designed by Riko 
Marasović  and built by the Yugoslav People’s 
Army as a sanatorium (34) for the children 
of its officers, the building was until recently 
unknown even among Croatia’s architects.

Before Dubrovnik, there is one more detour 
to the site of another great Roman city, Narona. 
The Narona Archaeological Museum (35) 
by Goran Rako was built to shelter the most 
important archaeological site, the Temple of 
Augustus (see A10 #17). The austere building 
fits perfectly into the otherwise uninteresting 
surroundings. In the nearby city of Opuzen, 
Nenad Fabijanić  completed regulation of the 
central square (36) just recently. Intensive 
presence of the Roman past is approached in 
a completely different way here. 

Dubrovnik
After passing through the Bosnia– Herze-

govina enclave of Neum, we enter the narrow 
territory of the former Republic of Dubrovnik 
and reach the city of Dubrovnik, which is 

defined by its 2.5 kilometre long ramparts. 
With its continuity of paving and construc-
tion materials, the clarity of its public spaces 
and the way the ramparts follow the cliffs, 
Dubrovnik is a lesson in how architecture 
becomes landscape.  

If you visit Dubrovnik in the warmer part 
of year, the first thing you will notice is the 
unrelenting traffic. Close to the old city, a 
nearly completed car park (37) by my own 
firm, Ivanišin. Kabashi. Arhitekti, is intend-
ed to help to ease this traffic pressure. With 
a sports hall right next to it, sports courts 
and landscaping on its roof, it is designed as a 
public space, not just an element of the infra-
structural network. 

After touring the city walls, palaces, mon-
asteries, museums and churches, head for 
the old port. The public lavatory (38) with 
massive stone walls was completed in 2002. It 
reveals the perfect detailing we have already 
seen in urban regulations of Nenad Fabijanić  
on the island of Pag and in the city of Opuzen.

The island of Lopud in the Elaphitic Archi-
pelago on the other side of the city (reached 
by boat from the new port of Gruž) is worth 
visiting both for its landscape and its mod-
ernist heritage. Hotel Grand (39) was 
built by a local family in 1930s. Architect 
Nikola Dobrović  designed everything here: 
the reinforced-concrete hotel building, the 
built-in furniture and the park with tropical 
palms and concrete furniture. It is a jewel of 
the heroic period of modernist architecture 
in Croatia and one of only a few buildings 
of its kind in Europe. Reconstruction of this 
listed monument is about to begin. Close by 
is the Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contempo-
rary Foundation’s Your Black Horizon Art 
Pavilion (40). Olafur Eliasson and David 
Adjaye’s temporary wooden structure con-
taining a light installation was built for the 
51st Venice Biennale in 2005 and relocated to 
Lopud in 2007. 

Before the final stop on this tour; the 
Dubrovnik International Airport, visit the 
nearby village of Gruda with Igor Franić ’s 
new sports hall (41). Its rough, industrial- 
like finishes correspond well to this rural land-
scape. The airport (42) itself is currently in 
the process of transformation to a design by 
Ante Kuzmanić  and Samuel Martin. For the 
time being the new cargo terminal with its 
innovative metal mesh skin caters to depar-
tures while the new passenger terminal is 
under construction. As such it reflects the 
state of Croatia today. Like many other things 
in this country, it is being reconstructed and 
expanded.

(A changing coast)
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